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Abstract
This research aims to produce a learning instrument based on hypermedia which is valid, interesting, practical, and effective as well as to know its influence on the problem based skill of students Mathematical and Science Faculty, Makassar State University. The research is a research and development at (R&D) type. The development procedure was referred to Four-D model consisted of definition phase, design phase, development phase and dissemination phase. The trial test used non-equivalent control group design. The subject of this study was 14 students year 2014/2015 majoring Physics Education as a control class and 30 students of International Class Program (ICP) of Physics Education as an experimental class. The data analysis used Content Validity Ratio (CVR), descriptive analysis, and inferential analysis. The results obtained after applying physics learning instrument based on hypermedia were valid, interesting, practical, and effective assessment. Based on descriptive analysis the average score of ICP class (experimental class) was higher than those of physics education (control class) and the test result based on t-test it was found that there is significantly difference of problem solving skill between control class which used power point with experimental class which used learning instrument based on hypermedia. The results showed that its differences identify the increase of problem solving skill which consists of mapping problems, mathematical skills, numerical skill, space and graph awareness, and estimation skill. Thus, physics learning instrument based on hypermedia can give influence the improvement of problem solving skill of students in FMIPA UNM.
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1. Introduction
One of the goals of national education is to educate the nation. If process and outcomes of education are not qualified, the Indonesian people will be impossible to reach the bright, peaceful, and prosperous future. Therefore, the government policy in educational sector should prepare qualified human resource and be able to face the challenges along with changes in every aspect of human life, especially in the globalization era. Educational process must contribute as ‘connector-bridge’ between individual and the challenge in this rapidly globalization. The preparation process of qualified human resources and adapted to global competitiveness will success if it started from the improvement of learning quality. This is in accordance of the National Education Purpose in 21st century which stated that education in this era is to actualize the national goals, namely a prosperous and respectable society equivalent with other nations (BSNP, 2010). On the other hand, the learning process which are expected to improve the thinking ability, working skill, scientific attitude, communication skill, and scientific attitude as aspect of life skill (BSNP, 2006).

Therefore, to develop thinking skill as a one of the main competency that important to build valuable learning pillars for the sake of education quality. This is in accordance with Bruner’s statement (in Sukarjo & Komaruddin, 2009) that the main purpose of learning process is to develop thinking skill. However, student thinking skills in many high school in Indonesia are far behind from the other nations. Effendi’s report (2010) based on the result of TIMSS concludes that the average achievement of Indonesia student in term of cognitive aspect (knowing, applying, reasoning) is still law and the trend of achievement always decrease in cognitive aspect. Thus, it must be improved in many aspects, especially in the aspect of reasoning through high order thinking skills.

Moreover, based on the result of initial study on students Physics Education, State University of Makassar, academic year 2012/2013 about concept understanding of quantum physics obtained that the student’s ability to translate and interpret an abstract concept to their own language or to table format, graph and mathematics’ symbol with numeral’s ability is very low (Bungadara, 2014). This indicates that the students’ ability to solve physics problems is still low.

The results of the initial study imply that the physics learning has not been able to develop higher thinking skills. This skill in the form of critical and creative thinking as well as problem solving can be achieved through practice. Nickerson, et.al (in Tawil, 2013) pointed out that thinking skills always develop and can be developed. One of the higher order thinking skills is problem solving skill (Presseesin, 1985). The aim of education in school not only to improve knowledge, but also to develop problem solving skill (Wasis D.
According to Mayer & Wittrock (in Adams, 2007) problem solving consists of four characteristics: (i) problem solving as cognitive, (ii) problem solving as process, (iii) problem solving directed to, (iv) problem solving is private or individual. Garofalo & Lester (Kirkley, 2003) stated that problem solving is a process of higher order thinking such as visualization, association, abstraction, manipulation, reasoning, analysis, synthesis, and generalization, each one need to be coordinated. Thinking skill is a complex activities that need knowledge and performance. Knowledge and skill can be trained in short time but competence need longer time and difficult. It can be simplified that problem solving indicator comprise of mapping problem, mathematical skill, numerical skill, spatial-mapping skill, and estimation skill.

The development of science and technology ease communication activity. This can be contributed to the rapid development of Information and communication technology (ICT) which also influence education sector. Information technology can be used to improve learning quality. This is in line with 21st century learning paradigm, which according to R.E Indrajit (2011) and BSNP (2010) stated that: (1) from teacher centered to student centered, (2) one direction to multi directions pattern (interactive), (3) single tool to multi-media based learning, (4) from abstract to real, (5) single simulation to the whole direction, (6) from class based on the user need. Supported by Sagala (2003), learning equipped with an appropriate media not only increases the aspect of doing, understanding, comprehension but also improving motivation compare to using words. According to Budiman (2008) abstracts concepts such as wave particle dualism can be understood by using interactive media. McKagan (2007) pointed out that students understand quantum mechanics concept by means of interactive software.

According to Fabos (2011) the current media is hypermedia as a revolution in learning because hypermedia not only consists of text, graphics, video, and audio, but also provides network to be access by students. Therefore, students can access and use hypermedia by means of laptop, computer, or Tab/Ipad. The use of hypermedia is useful supported by learning instruments such as student book and worksheet. Independently, student can use hypermedia and it’s auxiliary without lecturer involvement.

Teaching and learning process through hypermedia system makes student to adapt, supported by improving ideas and concepts of the subjects as well as feedback of their work. Jeanne E.O (2009) stated that hypermedia is an interactive multimedia based on computer providing network structure so that user can adjust their need and processing information individually. Setawan (2007), pointed out that the use of hypermedia in learning magnetic induction improved the mastering of concept and generic skill student. They appreciate the use of hypermedia rather than power-point (Ikhsan, et al, 2003). Hypermedia based on virtual; improve students activity individually as well as in group for modern physics study (Bunga Dara, et.al, 2015).

Based on the aforementioned argument, it is necessary to conduct a research about hypermedia based learning and its instrument which can help students to study individually and active as well as improve their problem solving ability which consists of: problem solving, mathematical ability, numerical skill, spatial-mapping skill, and estimation skill. The hypermedia was developed for quantum physics study ad its influence on the problem solving skill improvement will be observed.

2. Research Method

A. Research Type
This is a research and development (R&D) study on hypermedia and its implementation in classroom. The development was conducted by using 4-D (four D) model developed by Thiagarajam and Semmel (1974). This model consists of 4 stages, namely define, design, develop, and disseminate (Trianto, 2011).

B. Research Design
Two classes were involved in this study, education class by using power point as a control group and International Class Program (ICP) by using hypermedia as an experimental group.

C. Research Subject
Research subject was physics education student taking introduction to quantum physics course, academic year 2014/2015 at Science Faculty UNM, which comprise of 14 students at education class and 30 students at ICP class.

D. Research Instrument
Instruments used in this study were questionnaire of media expert, subject expert, student’s activity, student’s perception and problem solving skill.

E. Data Analysis
Data from experts was analyzed, coded, and described qualitatively and continuing in order to have evaluation category. The validity content was determined by using Content Validity Ratio (CVR) and Content Validity Index (CVI). The instrument was valid if the CVR and CVI are at the scale 0 to 1, as follows:
CVR = (n_e-(N/2))/(N/2)

Where:

- \( n_e \): the number of validators that provide essential values (good or excellent)
- \( N \): the number of validators validity every aspect, CVI by using the following equation,
  \[ CVI = CVR/\Sigma n \]

Where:

- \( n \): the number of items from every aspect

If the statement is valid, reliability analysis followed using the following equation,

\[ r_{11} = \frac{k}{(k-1)} \left(1-\frac{\Sigma \sigma_b^2}{\Sigma \sigma_t^2}\right) \]

Where:

- \( r_{11} \): reliability of the instrument
- \( k \): the number of questions
- \( \Sigma \sigma_b^2 \): the amount of the question variance
- \( \Sigma \sigma_t^2 \): total variance

The reliability value was consulted with reliability table. The instrument is reliable if calculated reliability is higher than the reliability table. To analyze the influence of learning by hypermedia to problem solving skill, inferential analysis were used which consists of normality-test (Kolmogorov-Sminov), Homogeneity-test (Levine Test), and hypothesis test (T-test).

3. Results and Discussions

A. Hypermedia

Software used in developing hypermedia was Flash Decompile to adapt and develop Physics Simulation downloaded from the King’s Center for Visualization in Science (KVCS) (http://www.kcvs.ca). The main software used was Lector to adjust the media program appearance. The development of this media can solve student’s problem easily. In learning process, there were hosting used was fisikakuantum.host.56.com. The prospect consists of the subject, pictures, animation, and interactive simulation. The initial appearance of this hypermedia is as follows:

![Figure 1. Initial appearance](image1.png)

Student can download the book, handbook and worksheet. The media was equipped with audio to directed students on how to use it. It is also contain soft music to make student enjoy the learning process.

Figure 2 shows the page of Blackbody radiation experiment.

![Figure 2. Blackbody radiation](image2.png)
Figure 3 shows the Photoelectric Effect.

![Figure 3. Photoelectric Effect.](image)

Figure 4 shows Compton Effect.

![Figure 4. Compton Effect](image)

Figure 5 shows Particle in a box.

![Figure 5. Particle in a box](image)

Figure 6 shows the Atomic Spectrum Experiment

![Figure 6. Atomic spectrum experiment](image)

B. Hypermedia Evaluation Media

Hypermedia evaluation was conducted by content and media experts. The result of validation analysis shows that hypermedia was valid and reliable for all aspects are shown on the following table.
Table 1. Analysis result of validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Display Quality</td>
<td>91.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Attraction</td>
<td>94.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>92.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The validation result shows that the subject (content) in hypermedia was valid and reliable.

Table 2. Analysis result of content validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Material/concepts</td>
<td>95.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>93.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>95.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The student worksheet result is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Analysis result of worksheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Material/concepts</td>
<td>95.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>93.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>91.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The handbook results in shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Analysis result of handbook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Material/concepts</td>
<td>97.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>93.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>91.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Student’s Activity

The diagram about student’s activity is shown as follows:

![Figure 7 Student’s activity](image)

Based on the observes evaluation on each meting it was found that students activity was above 80%. This indicates that learning by using hypermedia give student’s opportunity to work. It gives students to explore instead of listen and take note as pointed out by Cengiz (2010) that media equipped with learning instruments engaging students to be active.

Research conducted by Irfan (2012) also measured the activity and perception of students. The advantage of hypermedia is web based so that students can access it independently, whenever and wherever they want to.

The research results do not imply that virtual laboratory is more effective than real laboratories. The simulation is conducted to overcome the equipment shortage, time consideration and abstraction of the subject.

D. Students Perception

Data about student’s perception in the learning by using hypermedia is as follows:
Table 5. Student Perception

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Facilities of learning instrument based on hypermedia</td>
<td>90.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The attraction of learning by using instrument based on hypermedia</td>
<td>92.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Learning activities by using instrument based on hypermedia</td>
<td>91.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average** 91.03

Based on students evaluation on the learning using hypermedia it was found that student perception was above 90% agreed on the use of hypermedia. None of them disagree with the implementation of hypermedia in learning. Students were interested on the hypermedia appearance, easy to run, the content easy to understand and enjoy learning with hypermedia. This is in accordance with Yuliandi et.al (2012) who found that hypermedia based learning are able to improve the affective competence which includes feeling, interest, and attitude towards learning process.

E. Students Competence in Problem Solving

The average score of class used hypermedia and power point in Physics learning is pictured in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. The score of students problem solving](image)

Figure 8 shows that the use of hypermedia was able to improve student’s competence in solving problems.

4. Conclusion

1. The learning tools based on hypermedia are in category:
   a. Valid and reliable which motivate students to participate in learning process.
   b. Interesting which invite students to do virtual simulation.
   c. Practical which provides student’s need for understand the problems and themes.
2. The hypermedia was in category effective resulted in mastery learning of 83, 86% and positive response of 91, 30%.
3. There is a significant differences of the ability of solving problems between students taught using power point and those taught using hypermedia in terms of mapping problems, mathematical skill, numerical skill, space-mapping skills, and estimation skill.
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